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INEXPERIENCED,
NOT INEFFECTIVE

Turnover hounds
SA, but
leaders
say it’s not all bad
SA Senate
seats
for election
DANI GRACE,
CAYLA HARRIS &
ELISE ZAIDI

UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE

REPORTERS

Only four candidates for
the Student Association Senate are returning senators this
year – an issue SA leaders say
the senate has had in the past,
but want to remedy to add
energy to the group.
While a young senate
could face a steeper learning
curve, leaders in the student
government say getting senators to return has always been
an issue – last year, only ﬁve
senators ran for reelection.
And even though the high
rate of turnover doesn’t necessarily lead to an ineﬀective
senate, top SA executives and
candidates say they will work
on improving the group’s retention and recruitment strategies.
Out of the 36 open senate
positions in this year’s election, 11 seats are uncontested
races and 17 have no candidates.
SA Executive Vice President Thomas Falcigno said
that although having fewer
applicants impacts the senate’s ability to represent the
entire student body, turnover can be a positive when
new voices are added to the
group.
“There are currently no
structural measures in place
to encourage senators to run
for reelection. That is an individual choice,” he said.
Some schools, those with
mostly graduate students like
the nursing and law schools,
have only one or even no candidates running.
This past election, three
undergraduate senators –
all of whom had previously
served as freshman non-voting senators – and two graduate senators came on with
senate experience. But those
senators said in interviews
that they won’t be returning
because they’re either graduating or have other commitments to prioritize.

Diagnosing the problem

Outside of the races for
the two executive SA positions, the only two contested
races are for the undergraduate-at-large seats and the
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Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences undergraduate
seats.
Sen. Devan Cole, CCASU, one of four current senators running for reelection,
said while each senator’s decision to run is personal, the
stress of the work means few
students want to return.
“Whatever the culture is,
it must be one that a lot of students are turned away from,
if not a lot of them are running for reelection,” he said.
“The Student Association
can be a really stressful community to be a part of and the
workload that comes with
it can be diﬃcult to manage
when coupled with all of the
other things that we participate in.”
Sen. Nate Pasko, ESIA-U,
said he decided against another year on the SA because
of scheduling conﬂicts with
other activities, adding that
SA positions are generally a
“one-year deal.”
“Getting used to the senate and its processes is deﬁnitely a learning curve, but
this happens almost every
year given the senate’s generally consistent rate of turnover,” he said.
Seats that are still empty
after the election are ﬁlled
through an open application

process for students from
those schools. If no one from
those schools goes out for the
seat, it can be converted to
graduate or undergraduateat-large seat so students from
any school can run for the
spot.

4
5

areas that make us well-suited for the senate. Advocating
for students is just as genuine
and a necessary qualiﬁcation,
regardless of senate experience.”
All three candidates for
SA president this year said

RETURNING
SENATORS THIS YEAR
RETURNING
SENATORS LAST YEAR

Sen.
Pilar
Mendez,
SPHHS-G, is graduating this
year, leaving her seat vacant
with no candidate to replace
her. She said the high rate of
turnover isn’t a big issue because senators learn the ropes
quickly.
“A majority of graduate students this past year
were new to the senate, and
we still managed to have an
amazing presence and get
things done,” she said. “We
all have experiences in other

more experienced members
should working alongside
younger senators who bring
new perspectives to the SA.
Cole Ettingoﬀ, the SA director of campus operations
and a presidential candidate,
said he has seen students in
the SA “burn out” and choose
not to continue working in
the student government.
“If the SA spent less time
on its own petty drama and
more time actually helping
students, we might be losing

fewer good leaders and have
more students interested in
being involved,” he said.
He said many students in
the SA get frustrated with the
slow-moving administration,
but there are also “cultural issues” within the group that
drive students away. Ettingoﬀ declined to comment on
what those cultural issues are.
SA outsider and presidential candidate Adam
Johnson also said the consistently high turnover rate
could be from the group appearing to be out of touch
and exclusive, with student
leaders favoring those with
experience over passion.
“I think that fresh faces
and new perspectives are
beneﬁcial for the SA,” he said.
“In my opinion, formal SA
experience is not essential for
the senate to properly function so long as prospective
senators do their homework,
use their predecessors as resources and come into the
position ready to work.”
Lande Watson, the vice
president for public aﬀairs
and a presidential candidate,
pointed to a lack of opportunities, not a lack of interested
students, as a reason for senators’ annual departures.
“Often retention issues
aren’t due to a lack of interest,

but a shortage in avenues for
student involvement which
begins on the freshman level,” she said, citing her own
plan to create a “freshman
advocacy corps” to get more
ﬁrst-year students involved.
Coming up with a plan
The two candidates for
EVP – a position that presides
over the senate and works
closely with senators – said
they would each create plans
to recruit students to run for
senator positions and to stay
in touch with the senate.
Sen. Sydney Nelson, ESIA-U and EVP candidate, said
the current senate only had
ﬁve senators with previous
experience but was still able
to pass legislation smoothly.
This year’s senate passed
fewer bills, but their meetings
were faster and there were no
suspensions due to lack of attendance, she said.
“Both last year and this
year the turnover rate in the
senate has been relatively
consistent, so I do not anticipate a negative impact on the
next senate,” she said.
Nelson also cited a resolution she cosponsored in the
senate earlier this month, requiring senators to write exit
reports for the student who
takes over their position, as
a way to make the transition
smoother.
Sen. Peak Sen Chua, MISPH-U and EVP candidate,
said that if he’s elected, he
would improve retention by
creating “more ﬂexible” attendance policies for graduate student senators, who
have in the past left because
of time and work constraints.
“If nothing is done to
guide and mentor senators,
the lack of experience will
show,” he said. “However,
through a solid transition
process we can make sure
that we pick up near where
we left oﬀ.”
To recruit new members,
Chua said he plans to work
with the Joint Elections Committee to hold presentations
on how to get involved with
the SA at the beginning of the
spring semester. On a more
personal level, he said he has
reached out to his friends and
classmates about running.
“I’ll encourage senators
to do the same – running for
reelection or not,” he said.

Social practice artist remembered as inspiring activist
AVERY ANAPOL
NEWS EDITOR

Corrina Mehiel’s friends
and colleagues say they remember her as a gifted artist
and dedicated educator who
brought inspiration, optimism and brilliance to her
work and life.
Mehiel, a project assistant
working with a visiting professor at the Corcoran School
of the Arts and Design, left
a lasting impact on people
and communities from coast
to coast before her untimely
death. The 34-year-old was
found fatally stabbed in her
D.C. apartment last Tuesday.
Mehiel was a “social
practice artist” who used
sculpture, photography, ﬁlm
and other media to speak
out about issues like community engagement, feminism
and lead poisoning, her former colleagues from the Art
Academy of Cincinnati said.
Originally from Seattle, Mehiel also lived in Harrisburg,
Pa. and, most recently, in
Burnsville, N.C.
Mehiel leaves behind her
father, Ron Mehiel, and stepmother, Lari Mehiel, both of
Seattle.
She was working at the
Corcoran as a project assistant

to Mel Chin, the William Wilson Corcoran Visiting Professor of Community Engagement, on his Fundred Dollar
Bill project that focused on
the impact of childhood lead
poisoning.
In a statement to media
last week, Chin said Mehiel
“embodied a life of kindness
and generosity.” Her ambition, sensitivity and intelligence inspired others and
gave them conﬁdence, he
said.
“If you felt a situation
was hopeless, there was Corrina willing to tell you – it is
not,” Chin said. “She was
willing to apply her strength
to prove it to you.”
Chin also highlighted
Mehiel’s commitment to justice, particularly for issues
of violence against women
and minorities. In one of her
community-focused art projects, Mehiel “ﬁxed” stripped
bicycles around Philadelphia
by replacing stolen parts with
works of art.
“To the person that did
this to her, you are too late
– you failed,” Chin said.
“Corrina Mehiel has already
liberated and emboldened
so many people to ﬁght for
their beliefs. Her spirit will
continue.”

Dawne Langford, the
D.C. production coordinator at the Fundred Dollar Bill
Project, worked closely with
Mehiel and said the tragedy
has been diﬃcult for the project’s team.
“Corrina’s strength, leadership and optimism is what
kept the team going and
touched many people,” she
said. She worked tirelessly
on the Fundred Reserve and
many aspects around Mel
Chin’s social practice projects.
I’m honored to have worked
with her and the team.”
Before coming to the
Corcoran, Mehiel was an
adjunct professor at the Art
Academy of Cincinnati from
2014 to 2016, teaching sculpture, design and social practice, and art and advanced
tutorial.
Mehiel earned a bachelor’s degree in visual arts and
social practice from Pennsylvania State University in
2005, and a master of ﬁne arts
in sculpture, 4D art and social
practice, according to her resume.
In addition to curating
numerous exhibitions and
holding leadership positions,
Mehiel taught at universities,
day schools and arts organizations in Kentucky, Ohio,

Pennsylvania and Washington. She was an artist in residence at the Haystack School
of Crafts in Deer Isle, Maine,
and at the Dubai Community
Theatre and Arts Centre in
Dubai, according to her resume.
Jennifer Spurlock, director of community education
at the Art Academy of Cincinnati, said Mehiel used her
art to break social boundaries
and to serve as a “bridge between people.”
“Corrina’s talent took her
many places and into many
communities,” Spurlock said.
“She made art accessible to
people by taking it out of its
usual context and into the
streets.”
Spurlock recalled seeing
Mehiel in a brightly colored
polka-dot dress while working on her project Meter
Gardens, where she planted
miniature gardens in broken
parking meters in Cincinnati’s inner city.
“Her dress was as bright
as her smile, which was as
bright as the ﬂowers she was
planting. All part of a social
art project,” Spurlock said.
“That was Corrina. Her spirit,
smile, social impact was a total package.”
Mark Thomas, an asso-

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOAN KAUP
Corinna Mehiel was a project assistant at the Corcoran School
of the Arts and Design. Colleagues and friends say she will be
remembered for her commitment to social justice and optimism.

ciate dean of the Art Academy of Cincinnati, said the
school’s close-knit community is “shocked” by Mehiel’s
death.

“We have lost the promise of what Corrina would
have done for the artist community and the community
of greater good,” he said.
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COLE ETTINGOFF
JUNIOR

est in politics. He said he instead hopes his so it could be up and running in the fall,
background in community service shows he said.
“We can’t count on administrators
he is willing to get work done, even if it
trolling Twitter to see who has tweeted
doesn’t sound “sexy.”
“I believe in actually working on proj- at Peter K or reading every post on Overects that help students, not just talking heard to ﬁnd where the services they are
supposed to be providing students are
about them,” he said.
Ettingoﬀ’s community service work failing,” he said. “All too often when I go
spans from volunteering with ﬁre depart- into meetings with administrators, they
ments and search and rescue groups to just simply aren’t aware of a lot of the issues facing students.”
coordinating for Camp KeTwo of his other proposals
sem, an organization that
appeal mainly to freshmen: a
provides programs to chil- I believe in
dren whose parents have actually working Vern-by-choice housing policy
and renovations to Thurston
cancer, he said. He was also
Hall.
the director of operations for on projects that
“The Vern is an incredible
last year’s Dance Marathon,
help students,
place,” he said. “So many stuan annual event that raises
dents who are there really enjoy
money for youth cancer pa- not just talking
it. But I ﬁnd that if you are there
tients.
and don’t want to be there, then
Ettingoﬀ said his three about them.
it’s really hard to be happy.”
years in the SA – most reCOLE ETTINGOFF
Thurston renovations aren’t
cently as director of campus
operations – have helped him see how to likely to happen during his term in the
get projects from the drawing board to the SA, but it’s a project that has to happen to
ﬁnal product. He has worked on projects improve student life in the future, he said.
“If you live in a quad and it’s overlike the peer support hotline, GW’s Birthcrowded, there’s mold in the ceiling, and
day Ball and Marvin Center renovations.
Ettingoﬀ’s platform includes design- instead of ﬁxing the problem GW simply
ing a streamlined complaint form for stu- painted over it, then you feel like you go
dents to submit concerns about any de- to a school that doesn’t care about you,”
partment directly to administrators. The he said. “Thurston’s renovation is a long
form would be created during the summer time in the making.”

“

HOMETOWN: Memphis, Tenn.
MAJOR: Geography
CLUBS/ACTIVITIES: Delta Tau
Delta, Humanitarian Mapping
Society, GDub Scuba
Diving Club
DREAM JOB: Director of a
community center
FAVORITE NETFLIX SHOW:
Santa Clarita Diet
CAYLA HARRIS
STAFF WRITER

Cole Ettingoﬀ wants to “cut the
bullshit.”
The junior said he was inspired to
adopt the phrase as his campaign slogan
after hearing students’ complaints about
how ineﬃcient administrators can be.

“There are lots of little moments where
we feel like GW never cared about us or
we got stuck in the bureaucracy,” he said.
“We keep hearing excuses about why GW
can’t help us, and after a while, it’s just a
lot of bullshit.”
Even though Ettingoﬀ wants to lead
the Student Association, he said it’s not for
political reasons because he has no inter-

While Johnson’s experiences on campus are in organizations like the GW
College Republicans and GW’s Young
Foundation’s
executive
The summer after his freshman year, America’s
Adam Johnson worked on a campaign for board, he said he has ideas that go bea Connecticut state representative – who yond politics.
The son of a psychiatrist and clinilost. But Johnson said he walked away
from the experience knowing he wanted cal psychologist, Johnson said that if he’s
elected, his ﬁrst priority will be increasing
to work on campaigns professionally.
Now Johnson is running his own students’ number of free individual counseling hours at Mental Health
campaign for Student AsServices from six to eight.
sociation president, a job he I can represent
“This policy will most
said he wants because he can
provide a fresh perspective people who don’t impact students in the long
Johnson said. “I think
as someone who has never
even know what term,”
it is practical enough to be
been in the SA before.
passed and strong enough that
Johnson said that while the SA is.
it can be aﬀordable.”
gathering signatures during
Johnson said he will also
for his petition to become a ADAM JOHNSON
pursue a policy that allows
candidate, he found many
students felt distanced from the SA – to students to use electronic devices to take
the point that some didn’t even know notes in every class.
“If passed, you would be able to use
what the group does.
“I am an outsider who is qualiﬁed to your laptop even with professors who tell
run from my outside work and being a you not to,” he said.
Johnson said he has met with Associstudent all these years, but also as someone who has felt disconnected from the ate Dean of Students Tim Miller to discuss
SA,” he said. “I can represent people who his platform goals, and that he also contacted Dean of Student Aﬀairs Peter Kondon’t even know what the SA is.”

MONICA MERCURI
STAFF WRITER

ADAM JOHNSON
SOPHOMORE

HOMETOWN: Oxford, Conn.
MAJOR: Political Science
CLUBS/ACTIVITIES: Young
America’s Foundation, College
Republicans, GW for Israel,
GW Hillel
DREAM JOB: Campaign
manager
FAVORITE D.C. MUSEUM:
National Museum of
American History

“

LANDE WATSON
JUNIOR

werski but hasn’t met with him.
While Johnson may not have the SA
experience of his competitors, he said
that should not be how students decide to
vote, anyway.

“If I had every student in front of me
one minute before the polls open, I would
tell them don’t vote for who you think is
the most popular,” Johnson said. “Please
go out and vote on platform issues.”

Watson led CDs during the 2016 elec- than 15 platform points deal with stution cycle, when the group attracted more dents’ daily issues, like the cost of bookthan 350 new members – 150 more than ing large event venues on campus, she
the previous year. This past year, Watson thinks her dining plan proposal will have
helped the group organize phone banks the most direct impact on students’ evand campaign trips to places like Raleigh, eryday lives in softening the ﬁnancial
burden of not having a campus dining
N.C., and Philadelphia.
hall.
“I would say one of my
Students at all grade levels
favorite experiences in Colwould have hundreds more
lege Dems has been the de- I think the SA
bate watch parties we’ve needs to be bold dollars to spend on food if the
University used its commishosted,” she said. “It is a resion and swipe fees to give
ally great opportunity I think in advocating
percent to student dining
for students across campus
for changes we 15
plans, she said.
who aren’t necessarily memWatson said she thinks
bers of Dems or politically ac- need, not just
her plan for tuition transpartive to come together and be
changes we
ency – which asks the Uniengaged.”
versity to provide a breakFrom watch parties to want.
down on each eBill of exactly
phone banks, Watson said
where students’ tuition is beher work in helping students LANDE WATSON
ing spent – would have the
be active members of CDs
shows that she would be able to energize greatest impact beyond her year as SA
president.
students as SA president.
“It will give the Student Association
“We are going to need students to be
engaged in these issues and work along- and students in general a tool to underside us,” she said. “I think the SA needs stand how the University spends their
to be bold in advocating for changes we money and be able to advocate on costs
that are clearly unfair or going to the
need, not just changes we want.”
Watson said while most of her more wrong places,” she said.

“

HOMETOWN: Palo Alto, Calif.
MAJOR: Political
Communication
CLUBS/ACTIVITIES: GW Justice
Journal, College Democrats,
University Honors Program
DREAM JOB: Special
Assistant Attorney General in
California
FAVORITE GWORLD SPOT:
Peet’s Coffee
CALLIE SCHIFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

Lande Watson may be known as the
president of College Democrats, but her
motivations to run for Student Associa-

tion president this year were personal, not
political.
“I’ve really been pushed to run because of the gradual, three-year-long realization that so much of life here doesn’t
work for students,” she said.

FACTCHECK

When it comes to creating their platforms, some Student Association candidates have
made some factual slip-ups. The Hatchet went through each candidate’s platform so you
wouldn’t have to. Here’s some of the issues we found.
ELISE ZAIDI
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

COLE

ETTINGOFF

PLATFORM POINT

Ettingoﬀ said in his platform students should get academic
credit for leading student organizations, like how they get
credit for internships, but “you shouldn’t have to be friends
with Peter K to get it.”

FACT CHECK

Dean of Student Aﬀairs Peter Konwerski is responsible for
overseeing areas of the University ranging from health services to military and veteran aﬀairs to housing, according
to the Division of Student Aﬀairs website. His job description does not include the power to oﬀer and approve student academic credit requests.

ADAM

LANDE

JOHNSON

PLATFORM POINT

Sophomore Adam Johnson said in his platform he will expand GW’s current pass/fail policy from four to six total
elective courses for undergraduate students. The current
system only applies “in your junior and senior years,” he
said.

WATSON

PLATFORM POINT

Watson plans to work with administrators to “clearly outline which punishments are allowed for which violations”
for fraternities and sororities.

FACT CHECK

FACT CHECK

Sophomores enrolled in the Elliott School are eligible to
take elective courses pass/fail, according to the GW Bulletin website. All SEAS students can take pass/fail courses,
as long as the courses are not graduation requirements, according to the school’s website.

GW provides a list of which policies are considered violations, from alcohol consumption to hazing, on the Oﬃce of
Student Rights and Responsibilities website. A designated
presiding oﬃcer will determine whether a situation violated University policies and if action should be taken against
the group on a case-by-case investigation basis, according
to the GW’s code of conduct.
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STUDENT ASSOCIATION EVP CANDIDATES
PEAK SEN CHUA
SOPHOMORE

HOMETOWN: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
MAJOR: Public Health and Political
Science
CLUBS/ACTIVITIES: Southeast
Asian Association executive
board member, GlobeMed,
Milken Undergraduate
Student Association
DREAM JOB: Secretary
General of the United
Nations
FAVORITE GWORLD SPOT:
Froggy Bottom Pub
JOHNNY MORREALE
REPORTER

When executive vice
presidential
candidate
Peak Sen Chua first ar-

JUSTIN CROWE
REPORTER

Sydney Nelson said
when she worked as a Colonial Inauguration staffer
last summer, she saw how
excited incoming students
were to start at GW after
registering for classes and
meeting their roommates.
But after a while on campus, she found that those
same students were jaded
and felt their opinions
didn’t matter to administrators.
“It made me realize that
there is a lot that we need to
do to bridge that gap and to
make sure that when students are excited freshman
year, they maintain that
excitement and that love
for this college when they
graduate,” she said.
Nelson said as the ex-

rived in D.C. from his
hometown of Kuala Lumpur, he said it took some
time to adjust.
“I’ve become more able
to find my way and get to

ecutive vice president of
the Student Association,
she will help students feel
involved in and enthusiastic about GW.
Her platform includes
plans for more detailed
course descriptions on syllabi – including projected
textbook costs – and lowering public transportation costs. Nelson said she
will also re-approach administrators who rejected
a plan to partner with the
WMATA to offer students
cheaper rates.
Outside of CI and the
SA – where she is the Elliott School of International
Affairs
undergraduate
senator – Nelson is an active member of seven student groups, including the
Women’s Leadership Network and the Alternative
Greek Council.

a lot of things I need to do
by just walking, while in
Malaysia we depend on
cars, mainly because of the
weather,” Chua said. “It’s
just too hot, you’ll get heat-

She said she is a
strong candidate to represent the student body
as EVP because of her
involvement in multiple
student groups.
“EVP has a really
unique opportunity to
make sure that student
voices are heard, not only
on the administrative level,
but also within the senate
by empowering all the different senators in the different schools,” she said.
Nelson said her plan
to create a Dean’s Student
Advisory Council to give
students more direct communication with administrators will start for the
Elliott School by the end
of the year. She said she’s
ready to take the project
University-wide because
she has already has designed the structure for the

stroke if you walk around
for two blocks.”
Chua said he attended
an international school in
Malaysia with students
from more than 25 countries around the world,
which helped him understand and relate to students from different backgrounds – and that would
serve him well as the Student Association’s executive vice president.
“I’ve grown up around
a variety of perspectives. I
understand dissatisfaction
and satisfaction, as well as
what needs to be done for
all GW students,” Chua
said.
Chua said he reflected
on his time at an international high school and his
experiences as an international student on campus to form his platform.
His idea to create a list of
“country representatives”
that international students

from any country can contact came from his inability to find fellow students
from Malaysia during his
freshman year, he said.
“I only found a community halfway through
my second semester because I met a Singaporean person in J Street by
chance,” Chua said. “This
plan reflects my experience as an international
student where I had a really hard time trying to fit
into the community.”
Outside of international student issues, Chua’s
plans include pushing for
freshmen and sophomores
to be able to take one
pass/fail elective and cutting missed appointment
fees at the Colonial Health
Center in half.
The Milken Institute
School of Public Health
senator said his experience on the SA passing
legislation qualifies him to

lead the senate. In December, he supported a resolution to increase accessibility of academic materials
to hearing and visually
impaired students.
“I think we forget
the devastation and the
impact that disabilities,
chronic or temporary, can
have,” Chua said. “It’s
important to me because
people really need it, and
it’s something people
don’t really think about.”
The sophomore said
he will focus primarily on
making SA members more
accessible to other students, by pushing senators
to attend student organization meetings and mandating weekly office hours.
“I want to create a
culture in the SA where
we are constantly reaching out to people, not just
reaching out to them only
during election time,”
Chua said.

SYDNEY NELSON
SOPHOMORE

HOMETOWN: Duluth, Minn.
MAJOR: International Affairs and
Organizational Sciences
CLUBS/ACTIVITIES: Sigma Iota
Rho, Delta Phi Epsilon,
International Affairs Society,
Alternative Greek Council,
Women’s Leadership Network
DREAM JOB: Deputy
Secretary of State for
Management and Resources
FAVORITE NETFLIX SHOW:
Parks and Recreation
Elliott School.
“This first step is done
and now it is all about how

we make this model fit the
other schools and colleges
at GW,” she said. “Should

I serve in the EVP role, I
would be able to hit the
ground running.”

Even with extended
deadline, only five grad
students run for SA
YUEDING WANG
REPORTER

Fourteen out of the 19
graduate Student Association Senate seat nominations will be empty on this
year’s ballot – following a
trend from previous years.
Of the five graduate
candidates running, all
in uncontested elections,
four joined the race after
the application deadline
was extended by a week,
according to the Joint Elections Committee website.
JEC leaders said they plan
on focusing on ways to increase outreach to graduate
senators after the election
ends to make sure there are
fewer uncontested or empty races in the future.
JEC Chair Alex Simone
said the deadline was extended because there was
next to no interest in the
graduate student seats.
“This is the first time
out of my three years on the
JEC where we have extended the deadline,” she said.
Six schools, including
the education and the nursing schools, have no graduate candidates running for
SA seats this election.
JEC Vice Chair Aimee
Triana said at a SA senate
meeting March 6 that after the election, the group
plans to change its current
recruitment strategy by
meeting earlier in the year,
attending student organization meetings and adding a
graduate student position
to the JEC.
“People are upset with
the grad numbers and
we are too,” she said. “It
doesn’t seem to be enough
and hasn’t been enough in
the last couple of years.”
Sen. Michael Overton,
ESIA-G, said at the March
6 SA meeting that adding a graduate position to
the JEC could encourage
graduate students to get
involved.
“I know that most of

the grad students don’t
know about the SA and
don’t know about election
day,” he said. “We are not
receiving any information,
and it’s not allowed for me
as a senator to do the JEC’s
job and talk about the election and how to run.”
There are more than
15,000 graduate students,
and nearly half of them
are part-time students, according to the University’s
institutional research data.
Some graduate programs
are located in campuses in
Ashburn or Alexandria,
Va., making it harder for the
SA to reach out to some of
those students.
SA Executive Vice President Thomas Falcigno said
five of the 14 graduate seats
in the current senate are
empty – two of which are
first-year non-voting seats.
“I think that grad students are just, frankly,
busier than undergraduate
students,” he said.
Voter turnout for graduate senators has also been
an issue in past elections.
Last year, most graduate
senators won their spots
with fewer than 10 votes,
some even by two votes.
Falcigno said graduate student groups, like
the Student Bar Association and the Public Health
Student Association, and
existing graduate senators
should drum up more interest in the SA by explaining what the group is and
what positions are open.
The SA needs to change
the way it connects with
the graduate population,
possibly by launching a
graduate council for leaders of large student organizations to stay in touch,
he said.
After the election, the
SA opens an application
to students from schools
with unfilled seats, many of
which are for graduate positions. Normally, the senate receives applicants, but

if not, the seat is converted
to a graduate-at-large seat
– meaning a graduate student from any school is eligible to fill it, Falcigno said.
He added that while
graduate students have not
shown significant interest
in running in past years,
their voices are essential to
the senate.
“All of the committees
have graduate students on
them and I think they bring
a different, important perspective,” he said. “I really
don’t discern undergraduate or graduate senators.
They are all involved, they
all care about the school,
they are all in the same
playing field.”
Scott Barber, a first-year
medical student and candidate for the School of Medicine and Health Sciences
seat, said most graduate
students don’t know much
about the SA.
“A lot of them didn’t
come to GW for undergrad,
so they don’t really know
SA that well,” he said.
Shuyi Zhang, an international student from China and the only candidate
for graduate senator for
the College of Professional
Studies, said she is running
to learn more about the
University and international student issues.
Fellow graduate students would feel it is irresponsible to run for office if
they cannot guarantee they
would have the time to be
active in the role, she said.
She added that low
graduate student interest
does not mean the senate is
ineffective.
“We define ourselves
as GW students and as
part of the school. We
don’t support drawing a
line to differentiate undergraduate from graduate students,” she said. “I
believe other senators are
also advocating for a better campus which benefits
everyone.”
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Running for the SA is too expensive for the
average student.
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Student Association
president isn’t just
someone who can understand student complaints.
The SA president needs to
identify the needs of students, create a feasible plan
to address those needs and
articulate plans to both the
student population and to ofﬁcials.
There’s only one candidate on this year’s ballot who
checks all those boxes: Lande
Watson.
Watson’s platform focuses on students’ needs, not
just things that pander to students’ wants. And her plans
showcase her experience in
the SA and as a student leader. She understands what an
SA president can and – just
as importantly – cannot do.
Although the length of Watson’s platform is overwhelming and she probably won’t
accomplish everything she
sets out to do, if she can get
administrators to take on
one or two of her big ticket items – like resident
adviser funding – she’ll
have a long-lasting impact on student life.
Watson’s aﬀordability goals are in
line with what students need. Thirteen
of GW’s peer institutions allow students to
take up to 18 credits
without additional
charges. GW’s policy

T

puts an undue burden on
students who are trying to
graduate early. While Watson didn’t personally suggest
that students take six classes
every semester, she understands that the current policy
is an economic barrier for
students who need to graduate early or want to take on a
second major.
Furthermore, Watson’s
desire to bring more students into the SA shows her
commitment to making sure
the organization represents
all students. Her freshman
advocacy corps would give
freshmen jobs within the SA

when they arrive to campus
and allow them to make connections with upperclassmen
senators and cabinet members. And by creating cohort
directors, which will be SA
senators and cabinet members assigned to student organizations to provide resources, student groups will have
more contact with the SA
outside ﬁnancial allocations.
Sometimes having too many
cooks in the kitchen makes it
harder to get things done, but
we believe Watson’s plans
will ensure students have a
say in the government that
represents them. As president of College Democrats,
Watson created a senior
deputy board that added 10
positions to CDs’ executive
structure, and expanded the
executive board to 16 members from its normal 14. We
aren’t concerned that she’s
adding positions for the sake
of it, because she’s used the
strategy before.
This year’s other presidential candidates may
have missed the mark
for what the SA needs,
but both sophomore
Adam Johnson and
junior Cole Ettingoﬀ
brought perspectives
and goals that the SA
should consider no matter what next year.
Ettingoﬀ
identiﬁed what students’
day-to-day complaints

are. Thurston Hall needs to
be renovated and the Mount
Vernon Campus, and accompanying Vern Express, makes
some students feel isolated
from the Foggy Bottom community. Although his passion
for improving the student
experience was evident, he
didn’t have well-thought-out
plans for how those ideas become reality.

Watson’s platform
focuses on students’
needs, not just
things that pander
to students’ wants.
Most of Ettingoﬀ’s platform deals with cutting
down on University bureaucracy and housing updates.
But during our hearing, he
couldn’t answer questions
about how he would accomplish those goals. To cut
down on bureaucracy, Ettingoﬀ proposed replacing
GW employees with federal
work-study recipients. But
it’s not within the SA president’s power to ﬁre University employees, and Ettingoﬀ
was unable to explain how
he’d lobby oﬃcials to make
that happen. Of course, students can get behind the idea
of renovating Thurston – but
Ettingoﬀ said that it wouldn’t

be his job to plan how students would be displaced
during the renovation. Even
when Ettingoﬀ said Thurston
renovations wouldn’t happen with him at the helm because it’s a multiyear process,
he didn’t show regard for the
goal’s feasibility.
Although we don’t endorse Ettingoﬀ for the position of president, his interest
in student life was admirable.
The SA should take up his
ﬁght to make GW’s contract
with International Limousines include Wiﬁ on The
Vex. And a single-stream
complaint system would be
a great way to make sure students’ complaints are heard
by the right people.
Johnson brought realistic
expectations to this election,
and we hope Watson will
be as willing to compromise
with oﬃcials as Johnson is.
But Johnson’s lack of experience was apparent in just
about every one of his platform points. For instance, he
couldn’t explain how his proposals for improving the blue
light system would make
campus safer, nor did he
seem to understand the SA ﬁnance committee’s allocation
rules. But he knew that by
running as an SA outsider, he
could hopefully make more
students interested in the SA.
Hopefully some of his ideas,
like hiring a gynecologist at
the Colonial Health Center

and extending the pass/fail
course option to underclassmen will be championed by
the SA next year, regardless
of who wins the presidency.
We know Watson is not
a perfect candidate. It’s concerning that she pushed back
at the idea of compromising with oﬃcials during our
hearing, and some of her affordability proposals seem
contradictory. In our hearing,
Watson said she knew her
proposed dining contribution plan – which would
put GW’s proﬁt from using
GWorld back into students’
dining dollars – would take
money out of the University’s
budget and add to students’
tuition, as would her proposals to increase the number of
free sessions at Mental Health
Services and add an 18th
credit to the semester limit.
But when pressed on increasing tuition, Watson said
students’ ﬁnancial aid could
cover it. Not all students receive need-based aid or will
receive need-based aid if tuition is raised.
All three candidates
bring new ideas and refreshing perspectives to the race.
But Watson’s experience,
leadership skills and attention to students’ needs make
her the best candidate for SA
president.
Vote Watson for SA president Wednesday or Thursday.

Sydney Nelson for SA executive vice president

his year, both executive
vice presidential candidates were passionate and educated about their
platform points. Both make
strong EVP candidates, but
one was the standout.
Sydney Nelson should be
your vote for EVP. When we
ﬁrst looked at Nelson’s platform, we noticed it was shorter than most EVP candidate
platforms – and that made us
a bit uneasy. But each point
she included in the platform
was backed up with substantial research, discussed
with an administrator and
stemmed from work she’s
already done on campus.
Her preparedness was impressive, and she proved that
when it comes to platform
points, quality beats quantity.
Nelson had a strong understanding of GW’s administrative structure and who
she would need to work with
to make her bigger goals – like
making professors add a cost
sticker to their classes on the
course schedule – happen. In
addressing how she can garner support for her platform
points on diversity, like hiring diverse faculty members
and training students to teach
student organizations about
diﬀerent identities, she re-
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Lande Watson for SA president

ferred to incoming University
President Thomas LeBlanc’s
accomplishment of increasing diversity at the University
of Miami. When asked about
why she believed another attempt at securing a discounted opt-in student WMATA
pass would be successful this
year, she pointed to American University’s success and
WMATA’s willingness to
bring the program to GW.
And she said she’s talked to
oﬃcials about the WMATA
plan who said they would be
more likely to sign oﬀ on the
plan if WMATA added disability access to the program.
An EVP must have small
enough goals that are actionable while also being able
to lead the SA senate. Even
though neither candidate’s
platform mentioned how
they would work with the
senate, in our hearing, Nelson
delved into her plans to make
senators more accountable to
the schools they represent.
She intends for Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences
senators to lobby oﬃcials for
a peer advising system and to
get student feedback on the
current POD system.
Nelson’s
experience
with the Faculty Senate on
the group’s Joint Committee

of Faculty and Students will
enable her to get some of her
bigger ticket items through.
Based on her established relationships with Faculty Senate
members, coupled with her
intent to follow current EVP
Thomas Falcigno’s approach
to lobbying the senate, we
believe Nelson will succeed
in reaching her academicsrelated goals.

Nelson’s
preparedness was
impressive, and she
proved that when it
comes to platform
points, quality beats
quantity.
While Peak Sen Chua’s
platform was a compilation
of students’ daily issues, he
wasn’t as prepared to answer
questions, nor was he always
able to point out research or
administrative feedback in
the way Nelson was.
But like Nelson, Chua
brought his own ideas and
experiences to the table. He
was particularly interested
in creating relationships with

students outside the SA, and
we expect he would be able to
easily do that. In his endorsement hearing, Chua shared
anecdotes from friends and
students that inspired his
platform points. Although
his anecdotes made for good
stories and showed his empathy, they didn’t provide
always provide plans for
reaching his goals.
Chua realized the weight
of being the ﬁrst international
student EVP and how he can
use his voice to advocate for
a population that may feel
overlooked. His plan to create
a directory of international
students from diﬀerent countries is doable and it showed
the needs of the international
student community. And we
hope some of his platform
points, like making websites
disability-accessible and reducing missed appointment
fees at the Colonial Health
Center, will be taken on by
Nelson, should she win.
But Chua’s platform
seemed to use buzzwords students like to
hear without substantial
policies to back the points
up. He recognized that
sexual assault is a campus issue, but his ideas
for how to prevent it

– which focus primarily on
improving the GW PAL app
– weren’t anything new. And
while we think his personal
opinion on divestment is admirable, Chua wasn’t able to
explain how he’d lobby oﬃcials or get the University to
divest from fossil fuels. His
ideas are lofty, and lofty ideas
are OK when there are smaller, actionable goals mixed in.
Nelson’s platform certainly wasn’t perfect either.

She added several new
points to her platform three
weeks after she launched
her campaign, which include expanding hours for
Mental Health Services and
streamlining the process for
students to change their preferred names and gender
pronouns online. These are
good ideas, but we have to
wonder why they weren’t on
her platform earlier. We appreciated that she was willing to change her platform,
but her timing came oﬀ as a
last-minute way to address
two major campus issues.
After hearing both candidates, Nelson’s preparedness and actionable platform
make her the superior choice.
The amount of research and
outreach she has done before
adding every point to her
platform is impressive. She
showed us why she included the points she did and
that they are all feasible.
Both Chua and Nelson
would make competent
EVPs, but we believe Nelson will be able to eﬀectively lobby for transportation aﬀordability, alert
students to costs during
course registration and
empower senators to
work for all students.

Vote yes on referendums on internal SA functions

he three referendums
on this year’s Student
Association
election
ballot, if they pass, won’t dramatically change the lives of
students.
Students will have the
option of voting for the SA to
correct the spelling of the Elliott School of International
Aﬀairs, correct the name of
the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences and change
the name of Senate “rules”

to Senate “bylaws” in the SA
constitution. These changes
are small and won’t change
anything about how the
SA functions, and students
should vote yes on the referendum. The University’s
colleges should always be
correct and referred to appropriately in oﬃcial documents
– especially in the SA constitution.
The second referendum
will update the responsibili-
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ties of the vice president for
community aﬀairs and the
vice president for student
activities. If the referendum
passes, the vice president of
community aﬀairs will work
on connecting students and
the SA with local groups and
issues. And the vice president
for student activities will be
tasked with connecting student organizations to administrators. The updates to these
positions are responsibilities

we’d hope the vice president
for community aﬀairs and
the vice president for student
activities do already, so students should vote in favor
of the referendum to ensure
they do.
Finally, the third referendum on the ballot makes
the director of campus operations and the director of
diversity and inclusion vice
president positions – essentially making them per-
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manent in the SA executive
cabinet. This won’t be a big
change for the SA, as many
past SA presidents have appointed students to these director positions. But by turning the positions into vice
presidential posts, the SA will
have a consistent reminder of
how important diversity and
inclusion is and can make
sure campus operates with
students in mind.
Although we believe

that students should vote
yes on this measure, a directorship is a good way to
see what each SA president
wants to focus on. The director of diversity and inclusion
position, speciﬁcally, was a
way to see if an SA president
was making diversity and
inclusion an important part
of their plans. But we understand the importance of these
positions and support the
change.
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Former plumber sues GW for Disability
disability
discrimination
Discrimination
Lawsuit
JUSTINE COLEMAN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A former employee is suing the University, claiming
he was wrongfully terminated after his supervisors
discriminated against him
based on his disability.
Former GW plumber
Aaron Ball, 39, is suing the
University for violating the
Americans with Disabilities
Act, the D.C. Human Rights
and the Family and Medical
Leave acts, and for wrongful
termination and negligence,
according to the complaint.
He filed the suit in the D.C.
District Court last Monday.
The complaint states
that Ball was terminated in
August 2015 after being suspended without pay when
supervisors accused him
of lying about completing
plumbing work. Ball claims
he was suspended because of
the amount of medical leave
he took, which was allowed
and approved under medical
leave laws and signed off on
by Ball’s physician, according
to the complaint.
“He was terminated solely because he was disabled
and engaged in protected
activities by exercising his
rights,” according to the complaint.
Ball was the victim of a
shooting in 1998 and had surgery in April 2014 to remove
fragments of the bullet in his
back and shoulder while he
was an employee, according
to the complaint.
Ball took multiple medical leaves because of his disability and later to recover
from his surgery between
March 2013 and June 2015,
and claims that supervisors
terminated him because they
were upset with the amount
of leave he took. The docu-

ment alleges that Ball is protected under the ADA and
other disability laws to take
the leave and that a doctor
provided the proper documentation for him to do so.
During Ball’s employment, employees that interacted with him “engaged in
a series of acts to intentionally
interfere with Ball’s ability
to perform his job duties in
attempt to effectuate his suspension and subsequent termination,” according to the
complaint.
These employees included Executive Director of Facilities Maintenance Harold
Speed, Plumbing Supervisor
Thomas Wells and Marion
Blythe, identified as the GW
junior human resources
analyst in the complaint. All
three did not return requests
for comment.
As relief, Ball wants GW
to ensure it does not repeat
its actions and stops discriminating practices. Ball
also requests that he receive
compensatory and punitive
damages to be determined by
a jury, on top of paying him
wages he is owed and would
have earned if he was still
employed at GW and money
for attorney costs, according
to the complaint.
Ball and his attorney, Billy Ponds, also did not return
requests for comment.
University spokeswoman Maralee Csellar declined
to comment on the suit, citing a University policy to not
comment on pending litigation.

Treating the injury

GW hired Ball as a
plumber in 2008, and he
graduated from the ABC
Plumbing School in “2011 or
2012,” according to the complaint.

While at work, Ball experienced pain in his shoulder,
ankle and leg and in March
2013, applied for medical
leave, which was approved.
Beginning March 5, 2013,
Ball went on a series of medical leaves until June 9, 2015,
according to the complaint.
During that time, Ball returned to work for at least
one brief period in December
2013 until applying for additional leave Dec. 17, 2013.
In January 2014, Ball’s orthopedic doctor, John Byrne,
concluded it was “imperative
to perform a surgical procedure” for Ball to get rid of the
lodged bullet fragments and
to fix a torn rotator cuff, according to the complaint.
Ball underwent surgery
April 16, 2014 and began his
recovery with physical therapy soon afterward, according
to the complaint.

Conflict with supervisors

Before he came back to
work on June 23, 2015, Ball
told Blythe, the junior human
resources analyst, about his
return, according to the complaint. Blythe is not listed in
the GW directory.
When Ball returned, “no
arrangements for him to have
the required equipment necessary to fulfill his daily assignments” were completed,
including supplying him
with an iPhone to log his assignments, according to the
complaint. Ball had to document his hours on paper although other “non-disabled
plumbers” received this
equipment.
Soon after his return, Ball
spoke to Blythe, who told him
that GW still owed Ball leave.
After the meeting, Ball forgot paperwork in the building, returned and overheard
Speed, the director of facili-
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August

April 16

The University hires
Aaron Ball, who had
been injured in a
previous shooting, to
work as a plumber.

Ball’s doctor
determines he
needs to take an
additional month of
medical leave.

Ball undergoes surgery
to remove bullet
fragments in his
shoulder and back.

2013

2014

2015
August 13

March 5, 2013 - June 9, 2015

GW terminates Ball’s
employment at the
University after
supervisors claim that
he falsified his work.

Ball takes a series of doctor-approved
leaves from work due to his disability
and resulting surgery.
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ties, say to Laverne Grant, the
division of operations event
coordinator, that he wanted
to fire Ball, according to the
complaint.
Blythe met with Speed
and later informed Ball that
he did not have available
leave. Blythe “intentionally
misrepresented” the available leave, forcing Ball to lose
two days’ pay to go to physical therapy appointments.
Ball was not able to address the issue of his leave
until Wells, the plumbing supervisor, returned from vacation. Wells told Ball he had 21
days of leave available.
A month after Ball returned to work, Almeida told
Wells that Ball hadn’t properly logged his assignments,
according to the documents.
“If Ball’s work assignment log appeared in any
way improper, it was due to
the fact GWU had not provided him with an iPhone,
and therefore he was forced
to manually log his work on
paper,” according to the com-

plaint.
On July 24, 2015, Ball was
sent to meet with Wells and
Human Resources Director
Claude Owens, and they
“accused Ball of being untruthful” about the plumbing work he completed in
Lafayette Hall 10 days earlier, according to the complaint.
Owens and Wells said
Ball did not enter sixth floor
rooms where records said
he completed work. Instead,
they said he only asked one
woman in the hall if there
were issues and did not enter each of the rooms, the
complaint stated. They also
had a videotape showing
Ball “slacking on the job” but
refused to show it to Ball.
Ball’s assignment records from the day before allegedly said he disconnected
and cleaned a garbage disposal in a room in Lafayette
Hall that does not have a disposal. According to the complaint, Ball said to Owens
and Wells at a meeting that

he cleaned disposals in the
basement of Lafayette Hall
and in a sixth floor room in
South Hall.
After the meeting with
Owens and Wells, Wells told
Ball that Speed did not like
Ball, partially because of the
amount of leave Ball took,
according to the complaint.
Eleven days later, Ball
was suspended without pay
during an investigation of the
alleged falsified completed
job records and false logged
hours, the complaint states.
After the suspension,
Byrne, Ball’s doctor, said Ball
needed another month of
leave and Ball informed GW.
About a week later, GW terminated Ball’s employment,
the complaint states.
Ball applied for unemployment
compensation
from the D.C. Department
of Employment Services after he was terminated, but
the agency denied him “as a
result of the findings Speed
made to terminate his employment.

Business school to offer real estate concentration
ANNIE DOBLER
REPORTER

The business school will
offer an undergraduate concentration for business majors in real estate starting this
fall – a move faculty say will
give students a leg up in pursuing finance careers.
Professors in the business school said the new
concentration will meet a
heightened student interest
in the field and an increased
demand for specialization in
the job market, where real
estate has become a major
industry recently.
Leo Moersen, the business school’s associate dean
for undergraduate programs, said GW is ready to
launch the concentration because it already offers classes
and houses research on the
topic. The school currently
offers at least nine real estate
courses for undergraduate
students and is home to the
Center for Real Estate and
Urban Analysis.
The real estate research
center, which opened in
2005, offers certificates and
electives in real estate for
MBA students and working
professionals. Students can
also join a club that connects
students interested in real
estate with alumni through
networking events.
“Real estate represents a
major sector of our economy,
and the new undergraduate
concentration in real estate
is a significant addition to
GWSB’s curriculum,” Moersen said. “We are particularly well-equipped to prepare our students for success

in this important field.”
Leaders in the Center for
Real Estate and Urban Analysis said they created the
concentration in response to
growing interest from undergraduate students in real
estate.
Students in the concentration will be required to
take a real estate investment
and a real estate development course. They will also
select three “field” courses
from the five real estate
course options – as well as

“Real estate
represents a major
sector of our
economy, and the
new undergraduate
concentration in real
estate is a significant
addition to GWSB’s
curriculum.”

LEO MOERSEN

Associate dean for
undergraduate programs,
School of Business
courses in economics, sustainability and architecture
– and will take one course
with an international angle
in international business or
geography.
Robert Valero, the executive director of the Center
for Real Estate and Urban
Analysis who spearheaded
the creation of the new concentration, said now was the
right time to start it because
of real estate’s growing im-

pact on the global economy.
In recent years, real estate
has evolved to join cash,
stocks and bonds as a primary asset class in the economy.
Valero said students who
major in business with a real
estate concentration will
have experiences in the field
to add to their resume, giving them an edge over other
recent graduates whose
schools don’t offer real estate
as a concentration.
“It gives students another opportunity to craft
their desirable education,”
he said. “I think it will be a
huge plus.”
Because business school
faculty won’t have to create
or teach new courses for the
concentration, the school is
not hiring new real estate-focused faculty, Valero added.
Chris Leinberger, the
chair of the Center for Real
Estate and Urban Analysis,
helped work on the real estate concentration. Leinberger, who came to GW in 2013,
said he has experience developing real estate programs
for business schools, like at
the University of Michigan
where he started and ran a
real estate program.
Leinberger said real estate development has been
shifting toward “walkable
development,” which involves developing real estate
in an urban place. Because of
GW’s location in D.C., Leinberger said it is especially
relevant for the University to
add the concentration.
“It is extremely appropriate that GWSB take the
lead in the country in teach-

ing about walkable urban
development,” Leinberger
said. “It is the major walkable urban University in the

nation’s capital.”
At least six of GW’s 14
peer institutions, like the
University of Pennsylva-

nia and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison,
offer
an undergraduate real estate
major.

Summer Session 2017
Session I: May 30–June 29 | Session II: July 5–August 8
• Day and evening classes at
two convenient NYC locations

• More than 200 courses
in all major disciplines

•$882 per credit

• On-campus housing options

fordham.edu/summer
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Robert Valero, the executive director of the Center for Real Estate and Urban Analysis in the School of
Business, helped design the school’s new real estate concentration.
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Dining leaders push vendors to serve sustainable food
LEAH POTTER
STAFF WRITER

University
leaders
say they are still on track
to have 20 percent of all
food on campus qualify
as “real food” by 2020
by encouraging campus
vendors to use local and
sustainable food.
The University uses
nearly 10 percent real
food in its dining services
as part of the Real Food
Challenge, a program that
works with university
leaders nationwide to
shift food budgets toward
more sustainable, organic
or local options, officials
said. Experts say GW’s
vendor-heavy dining plan
could present roadblocks
in reaching the goal
because the University
doesn’t have much control
over their policies.
Meghan
Chapple,
the director of the Office
of Sustainability, said
by the end of fiscal year
2015, the University was
using 9.7 percent local
and
sustainable
food
that complied with the
challenge.
University President
Steven Knapp said when
GW joined the challenge
in 2014 that at least 20
percent of the food coming
from GW’s dining halls
would qualify as local and
sustainable by 2020. This
goal initially included
food served at the J
Street dining hall, which
closed last year. Pelham
Commons on the Mount
Vernon Campus is now
the only University-run
dining hall.
Chapple said J Street’s
closing hasn’t impacted the
University’s involvement

in the program because
Restaurant
Associates,
GW’s
new
catering
provider, signed the same
transparency agreement
with the Real Food
Challenge.
“We have implemented
the
same
sustainable
practices used at J Street
across all of our remaining
on-campus
dining
options,” Chapple said.
She
added
that
the
University
uses
compostable and recyclable
flatware, purchases local
produce and seafood and
tries to limit food waste in
kitchens.
Tlaloc
Vasquez,
the northeast regional
coordinator for the Real
Food Challenge, said that
even without an official
dining hall, a university
could still participate in
the program by asking
third-party vendors to
serve sustainable food.
“I could see the
University making space
and prioritizing vendors
that do sell real food and
that use local products
and that are community
based,” Vasquez said. “If
this is the McDonald’s and
Taco Bells of the world, I
don’t think they’ll come
close to meeting that
number or that range or
those priorities.”
For GW to provide
students with “real food,”
the vendors would need
to sell food that is local,
humanely sourced, organic
or ecologically sound and
fair trade, Vasquez said.
That could be challenging
for vendors who do not
share a commitment to
sustainable food, he said.
Representatives from
recently opened vendors
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Managers of District House vendors like GRK Fresh Greek and Chick-Fil-A said they serve sustainable or local food. GW has signed onto
a plan to have 20 percent of food on campus qualify as “real food” by 2020.

in District House, like
Chick-fil-A and GRK Fresh
Greek, said they include
sustainable options by
sourcing food locally and
using compostable or
recyclable flatware and
biodegradable packaging
– all actions that would
count
toward
the
University’s goal.
Eric
Robinson,
a
manager at Chick-fil-A,
said the company already
purchases local food, even
without the challenge.
“All
our
produce

comes from right here
in Maryland,” Robinson
said. “As a company, we
purchase from sustainable
vendors.”
Alex
Alevras,
a
manager at GRK Fresh
Greek, said University
officials have emphasized
using sustainable food,
and that the restaurant
purchases food locally.
“We source locally as
much as we can,” Alevras
said.
Management staff at
Peet’s Coffee and Beef &

Bread said they didn’t
know GW was partnered
with the Real Food
Challenge.
Although
all
six
planned
restaurants
in District House are
now
open,
members
of sustainably minded
student
organizations
said campus’s healthier
options, like Whole Foods
and Sweetgreen, are too
expensive.
Logan
Malik,
the
chair of the SA’s student
life committee, said that

although
GW’s
meal
plan allows students to
use their dining dollars
at establishments that
sell local and sustainable
food, like Whole Foods
and Sweetgreen, it can be
difficult for some students
to afford.
“There are a lot of
problems with the fact
that there’s no dining
hall,” Malik said. “There’s
nothing that shows you
what your choices are, and
shows students, ‘this is
your healthy option.’”

New group connects
students, alumni with
local homeless population
CATHERINE MORAN
STAFF WRITER
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President Donald Trump released his first federal budget blueprint last Thursday, proposing slashes to or total elimination of some research funding sources.

Trump’s budget outline leaves faculty
uncertain about research funding
COLLEEN GRABLICK
STAFF WRITER

Faculty are wary of future cuts
to health science and humanities
research funding after President
Donald Trump released his first federal budget blueprint last Thursday,
proposing slashes to or total elimination of some funding sources.
Trump’s proposed budget plan
includes steep cuts to agencies that
are crucial to research at GW, threatening the University’s goals to
improve its standing as a research
institution. If passed, the budget
would cut funding for the National
Institutes of Health by $5.8 billion
and completely eradicate the national endowments for the arts and
the humanities.
The NIH currently funnels
more than $23 million total in research funding into departments
like biostatistics, chemistry, engineering, pharmacology, public
health and medicine.
Leo Chalupa, the vice president for research, said in an email
the proposed budget calls for large
cuts to GW’s biggest research funding streams, but said it’s too early
to know what the final budget will
look like once it’s approved.
“It is too early in the process to
know how the adopted budget will
compare to this proposal and any
resulting impacts to GW’s research
enterprise,” Chalupa said.
Michael Bukrinsky, a professor
of microbiology and the director
of the District of Columbia Center
for Aids Research Developmental
Core, said the NIH is his primary

funding source and that his projects collectively receive more than
$800,000 dollars from there.
“The NIH is the main funding institution for HIV research,”
Bukrinsky said. “So now the question is of course, whether HIV infection is considered important
enough to preserve funding.”
Bukrinsky said a portion of his
funding comes from smaller agencies, like the American Heart Foundation, that are not affected by the
budget. But these grants are generally for preliminary research and
data gathering that leads to larger
NIH grants, he said.
Bukrinsky added that even a
pause in funding can have detrimental effects to research because
HIV research is time-sensitive and
relies on experiments being done in
a strict sequence.
Most federal dollars go to staff
salaries and those funding cuts may
force some projects to let researchers
go. He added that this may have a
“snowball” effect on science education because less research will be
done, meaning fewer students will
be involved.
“When you fire people, you
can’t make experiments and then
everything sort of comes to a close,”
Bukrinsky said. “If young people
who come to the lab to learn don’t
have anywhere to come we will
lose a generation of scientists. Then
in the end, who will do research?”
Patti Gravitt, a professor of molecular epidemiology in the Milken
Institute School of Public Health,
said the cuts could be “devastating”
to the diversity of science research.

Under the budget blueprint, federal
officials would completely defund
the Fogarty International Center, a
nonprofit branch of the NIH that
focuses on global health.
Gravitt said the dissolution of
this organization negatively impacts the future of science around
the world because the budget gives
less money to global research.
“This is an incredibly shortsighted proposal given the connectedness of the global community
and the public health threats that
must be mitigated at the source,”
Gravitt said. “The loss of training
opportunities for young scientists
who are funded largely through
these research grants poses a serious threat to the U.S.’s role as leaders in biomedical research.”
Arts and humanities research
could be similarly devastated if the
national endowments for the arts
and humanities are eliminated, as
suggested in the proposed budget.
Nina Seavey, the director of
GW’s Documentary Center, said
she has received almost $1 million
from the NEA.
The two endowments play a
role in increasing project diversity
and the cuts could keep films that
aren’t produced by major studios
from being made, Seavey said.
“The NEA and the NEH become kind of the arbiters of what
kind of documentaries are going
to be made,” she said. “When you
start talking about being able to sort
of eliminate that pool of resources,
it’s devastating because it means
that those films, those issues, those
ideas will never get explored.”

Two alumni have recruited
about 50 volunteers to raise
awareness about homelessness in Foggy Bottom.
Co-founders and alumni
Kris Hart and Ashley Stephens, who created Round 2
Fight last month, said their
organization stands out from
other homelessness advocacy
groups in D.C. because they
won’t just collect donations,
but will also host free events
for Foggy Bottom and West
End’s current and previously
homeless residents.
Hart, the CEO of the organization who graduated
from GW in 2011, said he and
Stephens created the group
to help financially struggling
residents and to show them
that they are valued in the
community.
Round 2 Fight members
plan to create guides with information for veterans and
people with drug addictions,
and offer free coffee and
lunches at Foggy Bottom restaurants for five to six residents struggling with homelessness. The group also wants
to bring struggling neighbors
and students to social events,
like baseball games, to connect
residents with people in need.
“Friendship is sometimes
more important than the blanket,” Hart said about having
the social events.
Most of Round 2 Fight’s
50 volunteers are students,
who he said he is recruiting
by reaching out to Greek life
and other organizations. He
said he also plans to contact
alumni when fundraising for
the group, but that the cofounders and their friends are
funding the organization out
of their own pockets for now.
Foggy Bottom’s homeless live in encampments, on
the street or move to shelters
across the District. D.C. officials and neighbors have
zeroed in on Foggy Bottom
encampments to improve
cleanliness in the neighborhood, and last month, D.C.
officials dispersed a homeless
encampment on Virginia Avenue.
The co-founders came
up with the idea for Round
2 Fight last October and
launched the website in January, Stephens, the executive
director who graduated from
GW in 2006, said. The name
“Round 2 Fight” is an ode to a

boxing ring, according to the
website.
“To ensure that even
though life may knock us
down, everyone has someone
in their corner, cheering them
on for their Round 2,” the
website states.
The group has raised
$1,250 from friends, family
and D.C. residents, some of
which is being used to cover
legal fees from the group trying to earn nonprofit status
and the cost of putting volunteers through safety and
sensitivity training, Stephens
said.
Stephens said the cofounders want to raise $10,000
by the end of April through
a fundraising campaign, and
hope to buy storage space for
donated items.
Students and alumni have
already donated clothes, blankets, shoes and coats that have
been distributed to financially
struggling residents, according to a Feb. 28 Facebook post.
“People are incredibly
excited to donate items at no
cost to people in need,” Stephens said.
GW Law student Josh
Yang said he is helping Stephens and Hart get the startup legally recognized as a
nonprofit organization. He
said making Round 2 Fight a
tax-exempt nonprofit organization is challenging because
it requires paperwork to demonstrate that the organization
is a charitable group, according to nonprofit assistance
company Foundation Group’s
website.
Yang said the organization
has “overwhelming support”
from students.
“We’re privileged as students who go to a great University,” he said. “We have
these advantages these people
don’t.”
James Bannister, an unemployed 39-year-old who was
homeless for at least 15 years,
said he panhandles outside
Trader Joe’s for money or
food and sometimes sports
a sweater he got from the
Round 2 Fight. Bannister said
as a “D.C. fanatic,” he would
enjoy going to a baseball game
with the group.
Students should know
when talking to people living
on the streets, they do not understand what homelessness
is like, he added.
“We are people,” Bannister said. “When you talk to us,
it’s the timing.”
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THE

SCENE
THIS WEEK

GLOVER PARK SOCIAL: A
VARIETY OPEN MIC
Mason Inn
March 30 • Free

Enjoy the best DMV comedians,
musicians and performing artists at
this free open mic night.

WHAT’S TRENDING
THIS WEEK

ZOSO

The State Theatre
March 31 • $17-$20
Rock out to tribute band,
Ultimate Led Zeppelin
Experience, at this unique
concert.

FIGHTING IMPROV SMACKDOWN
TOURNAMENT 2017
Source
April 1 • $12-$15

Laugh at some of the funniest improv
groups around and vote on your
favorites.

#FinalFour

Retiring professor takes final bow as lead in “King Lear”
VICTORIA SHERIDAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

At 8 p.m. last Wednesday,
theater professor Alan Wade
sat in the back row of the
dimly-lit Betts Theater wearing a blue button-down shirt,
khakis and a laurel wreath on
his head. He had been watching students rehearsing onstage for about 30 minutes.
Then, all of a sudden,
he was stumbling down the
steps in the aisle, clutching
a wad of leaves and tossing
them up in the air, one-byone. It’s the type of behavior
they would expect from his
disheveled character.
This week, Wade will
play the titular role in a MainStage production of William
Shakespeare’s “King Lear”
to round out his 40 years of
teaching at GW. Throughout
his time as a professor, students and faculty have come
to know Wade for his passion
for the playwright.
For those who only have
a vague recollection of the
play from reading Sparknotes
in high school, “King Lear” is
the story of a British monarch
who steps down to give control of his kingdom to his three
daughters. As Lear’s family
members meet their downfall
betraying him and each other
in their quests for power, the
king descends into madness.
Wade and director Leslie Jacobson, also a theater
professor, described it as “a
mountain of a play.” They
said they decided the play’s

BROOKE MIGDON | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Alan Wade, a professor of theater, is playing the titular role in “King Lear” for his final GW performance before retiring.

themes would make it a good
choice to mark Wade’s retirement.
“Lear retires, though
he dies at the end, his initial
thought is retirement so it
kind of fit into what I was doing,” Wade said. “I hope that
at the end of the semester I’m
still alive.”
Wade first took an interest in the playwright as a

student at Northwestern University, thanks to a professor
who he said “managed to
make Shakespeare feel like a
real human being.”
“It wasn’t just about his
plays, it was about this guy
from a small town who went
to London and became a hit,”
Wade said.
Wade oversaw the Dean’s
Scholars in Shakespeare pro-

gram for freshman for six
years until it was taken over
by English professor Alexa
Huang in 2014 and phased
out starting last year.
Wade’s current and former students, who often call
him by his first name, said his
sense of humor and knowledge of Shakespeare leave a
lasting impression on them.
Celeste Harrison, a tech-

nical theater Presidential
Scholar of the Arts who graduated last year and assistant
directed as well as stage managed for Wade, said he created a welcoming rehearsal
environment where students
felt “empowered to contribute.” Some of her favorite
memories of Wade include
his habit of taking his shoes
off in the middle of rehearsal

or the time he launched into
an impression of Tigger in
the middle of a conversation
about “Winnie the Pooh.”
Will Low, a senior who
will play the role of Edgar
in “King Lear,” took his first
acting class with Wade and is
now in his last with the professor. Low, who is from England, described Wade as an
“anglophile” whose knowledge of the country and its
literature sometimes exceeds
his own.
“He has this endless
knowledge about England
and I feel like I’m not a true
Brit when he talks about it,”
Low said.
Jacobson and Wade,
who attended Northwestern
University at the same time
while studying theater, have
known each other for about
50 years. Having directed
Wade before, Jacobson said
when he’s on stage “there’s
just something that makes
you believe him.”
Jacobson said to end on
this play makes sense for
Wade, because it explores
what happens when someone moves on from something that has been part of
their identity for so many
years.
“Whether you’ve been a
king or a professor or a lawyer or you know whatever,
that thing that we do that
gives us our identity and
maybe our sense of worth,”
Jacobson said. “And then it’s
time to pass it on to the next
generation.”

Tiger Fork serves upscale small plates, Chinese
medicine-inspired cocktails
MEREDITH ROATEN
STAFF WRITER

In Chinese culture, the
number eight is considered
lucky. Peering into the eightsided window at the new
Tiger Fork restaurant, which
opened last month at 922
N St. NW, diners will feel
lucky knowing they’re going to enjoy upscale Chinese
food in a sleek, yet relaxed,
space.
The restaurant’s airy
layout makes for an open
and inviting atmosphere,
from the picnic-style benches to the open kitchen from
which sizzles and smells
escape.
Despite the open kitchen at the back of the restaurant providing an interesting show, your eye will be
drawn to the fascinating fusion of farm-to-table hipster
and traditional Asian decor.
Throughout the restaurant,
milk bottle water jugs and
scuffed wooden tables stand
alongside hanging Chinese

lanterns and Chinese dragon graffiti.
Once the food got to
the table, it did not dazzle
me as much as the restaurant’s decor. The food
is on the expensive side
with main courses costing
about $30 and small plates
costing about $15, and the
taste does not meet the expectations set by the price
tags.
I tried two of the main
courses, the Chinese cauliflower, which consisted
of cauliflower and flowering chives tossed with soy
sauce, ($14) and beef chow
foon, stir-fried wide rice
noodles and thin-cut pieces
of beef ($18).
Our friendly and attentive waiter explained that
the beef for the noodle dish
was a brisket that aged for
six months, but the beef was
surprisingly dry and chewy
rather than tender like I had
expected.
A sea of chives accented the cauliflower main

event, which, at first glance,
looked like a typical stir fry
you could make at home.
Ater a while, the richness
was overwhelming and
begged for something fresh
and raw to cut the dish’s
saltiness.
Tiger Fork also offers several hot teas, like
chrysanthemum and tung
ting oolong, that are either
served in a cup or an ornamental copper pot, as well
as house sodas and a Hong
Kong milk tea.
The cold milk tea
($3) had the sweet taste
of bubble tea but was a
bit more flowery. It was
a welcome, refreshing
break from the meal’s intense flavors.
At the octagon-shaped
bar, another nod to the
Chinese lucky number, bartenders use a popular Asian
grain liquor, baijiu, in some
of their cocktails. Some
cocktails are tea-infused,
and all of them mirror traditional Chinese medicine
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Tiger Fork, a new restaurant that brings Hong Kong flavors to D.C., serves up Beef Chow Foon.

because Tiger Fork hired a
Chinese medicine consultant to help craft the drinks.
If you’re looking for
gourmet cuisine or Chinese

takeout, stick with your
tried and true favorites instead of going to Tiger Fork.
But for an evening that feels
thousands of miles away

with a wide selection of teas
and dressed-up Chinese
small plates to nibble on,
the trip to Blagden Alley is
worth it.

Sports

THE

GAMES

GYMNASTICS

BASEBALL

The Colonials will compete
as the No. 4 out of six
seeds this weekend.

The 10-13 Colonials will
look to bounce back after
a weekend series loss to
Massachusetts.

at NCAA Morgantown
Regional
1 p.m. Saturday

OF THE WEEK

vs. Towson
3 p.m. Tuesday

196.275
IN BRIEF
Softball swept by Dayton in A-10 opener
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NUMBER
CRUNCH

Gymnastics’ score at the EAGL Championships, a programbest, at the tournament last Saturday

Bolognesi earns AllAmerica status at NCAAs

LIBBY SCHILLER &
MADDIE RUNDLETT
REPORTERS

On the tail of a threegame win streak, softball
suﬀered a sweep in its opening Atlantic 10 series against
Dayton this weekend.
The Colonials (13-14, 0-3
A-10) had a rough start to the
series on Saturday, falling to
the Flyers (15-13, 3-0 A-10) at
home in both ends of a doubleheader.
Although GW’s bats
were ﬁring Sunday, more
than doubling its combined
run-total from the day before,
it was too little, too late after
early pitching struggles.

Game one

The opening contest
proved to be a test of defensive prowess, with both the
Flyers and Colonials limiting
oﬀense with solid pitching
and ﬁelding.
Junior Sarah Costlow (64) was in the circle all seven
innings, holding Dayton to
ﬁve hits and one run.
Freshman right ﬁelder
Jessica Linquist praised the
Colonials’ ﬁght, despite the
team’s lack of immediate results.
“In the ﬁrst game, we
were ﬁghting every inning,”
Linquist said. “We tried to
keep our mentality the same
as it’s been the whole season
[because] that is what has
worked for us.”
Both teams were held
scoreless through four innings, despite early hitting
eﬀorts by the Colonials.
Freshman catcher Jenna
Cone doubled in the bottom
of the ﬁrst, but a single by
freshman designated hitter
Priscilla Martinez was not
enough to bat in a go-ahead
run.
In the top of the ﬁfth, the
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Freshman catcher Priscilla Martinez makes contact in the Colonials 1–0 loss to Dayton on Saturday. She had one of GW’s five hits during the game.

Flyers scored what would
become the game-winning
run, scoring on a double and
a single for one RBI.
The Colonials were unable to overcome the strong
defensive play by the Flyers
in the late frames of the game.
Despite a single by junior
second baseman Rochelle
Draper in the seventh, the
Colonials dropped the decision to Dayton, 1–0.

Game two

Diﬃculties establishing
footing in the circle doomed
the Colonials in the second
game, DeFeo said.
“We just weren’t hitting
any spots,” DeFeo said. “We
were working from behind
and we just made bad pitches
and they capitalized on that.”
Starting pitcher sophomore Jayme Cone (1-2) lasted
only one inning in the circle,
with Kaitlin Buﬀ coming in

relief early in the second after
Cone let up three hits in the
ﬁrst frame.
The Flyers scored ﬁve
runs in the top of the second
and capitalized on a center
ﬁeld error.
The Flyers jumped on
Buﬀ in the fourth inning, scoring on a walk and a double.
Junior Ashley Pilcher came in
relief, but the Colonials were
still deep in a 9-0 hole.
“I think we kind of gave
up on ourselves,” Linquist
said. “We [needed] to get
the energy back up [when]
the game got away from
us.”
The Colonials responded
in the bottom of the fourth
by tightening the score to 9-2,
but could not ﬁnd anymore
oﬀense, dropping the contest
12-2 in six innings.

Game three

The three-game series

ended with a hard-fought
game in which the Colonials
fell short in a close 7–5 loss.
Starting in the circle was
Costlow. She pitched two innings, but was relieved by
freshman Faith Webber after
the Flyers had scored four
unanswered runs early on in
the matchup.
The third and fourth innings proved to be the turning point in the game as the
Colonials were able to score
ﬁve runs and come within
one run, 6-5.
Pilcher rounded out the
pitching for the Colonials in
the top of the seventh inning
when the Flyers put another
run on the board, to go up
by two and close out the
sweep.
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for the full story on
softball’s weekend
series

REGISTRATION IS OPEN
FOR SUMMER 2017!

SUMMER.
SMARTER.
* Knock out multiple prereqs
like G-PACs and WIDs
without breaking a sweat.
* Earn credit in half the time
with short 6-week courses.
* Do summer your way — take
courses online or on campus.

FIND THE CLASS FOR YOU:

GO.GWU.EDU/SUMMER

Men’s swimming senior Andrea Bolognesi
won the B Final of the 100-yard breaststroke at the
NCAA Men’s Swimming and Diving Championships Friday. With the win, he nabbed All-America
status for the second straight year.
Bolognesi ﬁnished his race at Indiana University Natatorium in 52.07 seconds to take ninth
overall one year after becoming the program’s ﬁrst
All-American in the same event.
“We’re very proud of Andrea’s eﬀorts today
and becoming an All-American again,” head coach
James Winchester said in a release. “The competition here is truly world-class, and Andrea stacks
up with the best of them.”
The Cuveglio, Italy native wrapped up his
collegiate career Saturday in the 200-breaststroke
preliminaries, setting a GW and Atlantic 10 record
time of 1:56.96 to place 32nd overall.
Bolognesi will graduate as the most decorated
Colonial in men’s swimming and diving history.
“Words cannot describe the impact Andrea has
had on our program,” Winchester said. “A twotime All-American, two-time A-10 Swimmer of the
Year, 10-time A-10 Champion among numerous
records in just two years is almost as perfect as it
gets.”

–Mark Eisenhauer

Baseball drops
rubber match to
Minutemen
AGAM MITTAL
REPORTER

For the ﬁrst 90 minutes
of his sixth career start,
freshman pitcher Elliott
Raimo turned in one of the
most impressive performances of his young career.
In the series ﬁnale
against the Massachusetts
Minutemen (5-9, 2-1 A-10),
Raimo retired 15 consecutive batters, tossing six
strikeouts and allowing no
hits through ﬁve innings.
The rubber match appeared to be heading for
a close ﬁnish until a few
sloppy plays in the sixth
inning had a domino eﬀect
on the rest of the game. In
a tale of two halves, things
quickly spiraled out of control for the Colonials (10-13,
1-2 A-10), ending in a 10-4
Massachusetts
blowout
Sunday afternoon at Tucker Field to win the threegame series 2-1.
“It was two diﬀerent
games. We played really,
really well, and really, really bad,” head coach Gregg
Ritchie said. “They played
their hearts out, they did
a lot of good things, but
as these guys know, this
game doesn’t reward you
for just being OK, you have
to be very consistent, and
we just were not very consistent.”
Despite out-hitting the
Minutemen 12-6, the Colonials failed to capitalize
with runners in scoring
position. After stranding 13
runners on Saturday, GW
left seven more runners at
second and third base on
Sunday.
“We just didn’t plate
runs when we had to. We
were leaving runners at
third base, over two days,
eight or nine times?”
Ritchie said. “You leave
those guys there, and
you’re going to put undue
pressure on the pitching to
actually be perfect.”
Outside of Raimo’s
performance through the
ﬁrst half of the game, the
Colonials bullpen struggled to silence the vistors’
barrels. The Minutemen
were able to convert 10
runs on just six hits, thanks
in large part to eight walks
and two hit-by-pitches.
The Colonials employed
ﬁve pitchers in relief, including 2.1 shaky innings
from their usually-dependable closer, Eddie Muhl.
Four defensive errors
by GW helped Massachusetts drive in runners following walks over the ﬁnal
three innings. The Minutemen, by contrast, committed zero errors in the game.

The Colonials broke a
scoreless tie in the top of
the fourth. Campbell doubled down the right ﬁeld
line, and freshman shortstop Nate Fassnacht drove
him in with an RBI single
when the Minutemen were
unable to grab a ﬂy ball to
the right ﬁeld line. Campbell (.357) was 4-for-4 on
the day.
GW then loaded the
bases, but the bottom of its
lineup gave up three quick
outs to end the inning,
stranding two more runners in scoring position.
A deadlocked ﬁfth inning led to a chaotic sixth
for the home team. After
retiring 15 consecutive batters, miscommunication
between Raimo and junior
catcher Brandon Chapman
caused Raimo to fumble
a bunt by Massachusetts’
senior centerﬁelder Dylan
Morris, allowing Morris to
get to ﬁrst base.
The Minutemen proceeded to load the bases
thanks to a sacriﬁce bunt,
a hit-by-pitch, and a walk.
Raimo was then pulled
after 5.1 innings of nearly
ﬂawless pitching.
Sophomore righty Will
Kobos lasted only one out,
allowing a sacriﬁce ﬂy and
two walks to let the Minutemen pull ahead 2-1.
Eddie Muhl, the Colonials’
closer, came in and got the
Colonials their last out to
escape the top of the sixth
inning down by just one
run.
The equalizer for the
Colonials came soon after,
in the bottom of the sixth.
Junior left ﬁelder Mark
Osis was walked, and after
a Fassnacht sac-ﬂy moved
him to second, junior second baseman Robbie Metz
drove in Osis with an RBI
single to left ﬁeld, knotting
the game at 2-2.
Unfortunately, a pair
of errors in the top of the
seventh inning would be
the Colonials’ undoing.
The Minutemen drove in
two more runs to take a 4-2
lead before GW would pull
to within one heading into
the ﬁnal inning.
Massachusetts put the
game away for good in the
ninth, blasting the game
open with six runs on four
hits to build a 10-3 cushion.
“We just didn’t execute, it comes down to
that,” Campbell said. “We
left a lot of runners on base,
but at the end of the day we
just have to bounce back
from the loss and get ready
for the next series.”
The Colonials are set
to host the Towson Tigers at home Tuesday at
3 p.m.

